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The geostrophicmethod was applied to six north-south hydrographic profiles acrossthe
Caribbean Sea and one across the Yucatan Strait. An axis of flow exists in the southern third

of the Caribbean Sea. It flows directly over the steep slope in the referencelayer found by
Defant's

method.

This condition

is similar to that

of the Gulf Stream. The baroclinic

mass

distribution extends to approximately 1200 meters. Below this, the flow is weak (<5 cm/sec
except in the depths of the Cayman and Yucatan basins,where currents of over 10 cm/sec
occur. The deep and bottom flow may fluctuate in phase with overflow through the Windward and Anegada passageways.The main axis of flow correspondsclosely with the main
axis of spreadingfound by the core method in both the salinity maximum and the salinity
minimum layers. The volume transport acrossthe meridional section in the Caribbean is about
31 X 106m3/sec toward the west. The northern passagewayscontribute only a small part of
this water. The major outlet is the Yucatan Strait, where the calculatedgeostrophicvolume
transport correspondsto the transport through the Straits of Florida. The surface flow is
directly affectedby the wind• The upper baroclinicfield of massis producedby the Ekman
transport of the light surface water toward the northern boundary. It is expected that
divergencesoccur to the south of the main flow, and convergencesoccur to the north. This
is supportedby salinity and temperature sections.The upwelling in the south is calculated to
be of the order of 10-• cm/sec at the bottom of the Ekman layer.

INTRODUCTION

of 34.98%0[Sturges,1965]. The exactnature of
the
renewal is in dispute.Dietrich [1939] sugThe descriptiveoceanographyof the Caribgested
a steady cascadingof North Atlantic
bean Sea has been extensivelystudiedby Parr
Deep Water into the Caribbean. W'•t [1964]
[1937], Dietrich [1939], and Wi•st [1963,
indicateda fluctuatingoverflowwith a period of
1964]; however, little has been done about
major
renewalduringthe 1930'sand during 1960
studying the dynamics of the circulation.As
and
minor
overflowduringotherperiods.Worthshownby past investigators,the CaribbeanSea
ington
[1955,
1966] believesthat no renewal
water structure is highly stratified in the upper
has
occurred
in
recent times and suggestsa
1200 meters, with weak stratificationbetween
slow
warming
of
bottom water within the
1200 and 2000 meters and nearly homogeneous
Caribbean Sea, The numerouspassagesof the
conditions below 2000 meters. This water structure is directly related to the sill depthsof the Lesser Antilles permit free accessof highly
Antillean islandarch. The passages
in the Lesser salineSubtropicalUnderwater (100-200 meters)
and less saline Sub-Antarctic
Intermediate
Antilles, through which most of the Caribbean
Sea water enters,have an effectivesill depth of Water (600-800 meters) into the Caribbean
slightly lessthan 1200 meters. The passagesin Sea, the sourceregionslying to the northeast
the Greater Antilles, excluding the Yucatan and south, respectively, of the Caribbean.
Strait, are less than 2000 meters deep. It is Using the core method,Wiist has investigated
the spreadingof these water masses.The main
through these passages(Windward an'd Anegadapassages)that the deepand bottom water axis of this spreadingis in the southernCaribbean Sea approximately 200-300 km north of
within the Caribbean Sea is renewed.
The homogeneousdeep water has a mean SouthAmericain the vicinity of the Caribbean
potentialtemperatureof 3.80øCand a salinity Current. (See Figure 10.) This current is an
extensionof the Guiana Current. It eventually
flows
through the Yucatan and Florida straits,
x Lamont Geological Observatory Contribution
contributing to the volume transport of the
1120.
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Gulf Stream. The reader is referre'd to Wiist's

Crawford were found to be of sufficiently high
quality for geostrophiccalculations.In addition,
structure in the Caribbean Sea.
many of thesestationsform oceanographicproThe purposeof this paper is to present the filesorientedat right anglesto the expectedflow
geostrophicvelocitiesand transportsand relate with a spacingof 40-5 ø of longitu'de.Figure 1
them to the earlier descriptiveresults.In addi- showsthe stations used in this study and the
tion, a wind-drivenmodelthat may accountfor profilesfor which geostrophiccalculationswere
the observed field of mass of the Caribbean Sea
performed.From thesestations,the depth of the
zero referencelayer was calculatedby Defant's
is proposed.
method [De•ant, 1941, 1961]. Figure 2 is a map
GEOSTROPHICCALCULATIONS
of the topographyof this layer in the Caribbean
The velocity field necessaryto balance the Sea. It is the layer of approximatelyzero zonal
horizontal pressure gradient, assuming total velocity. Sincemeridional flow in the Caribbean
balanceby the Coriolisterms of the equationof is small, as indicatedby Wiist's core maps, this
motion, is found by applyingthe ge0strophic zero reference layer can be consideredto be
relation. This method is basedon the Bjerknes valid for all directions. The isobaths in the
circulation theorem. The theorem was modified
vicinity of the easternCaribbeanSea are comfor oceanographic
conditionsby SandstrSmand patible with the referencelayer for the Atlantic
Helland-Hansen [1903]. The accuracy of this Oceanpreparedby DeCant [1941].
The main featuresof the zero layer are: (1) a
method was demonstratedby Wiist [1924] in
his calculations of currents in the Florida Straits
steepslopealong the southernboundary of the
and their comparisonwith direct measurements. Caribbean Sea directly below the main axis of
The hydrographicdata from the Atlantis and the Caribbean Current (similar to the steep
[1964] text and atlas for details of the water
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Station Numbers

Date

1
2
2'
3
4
5
6
Other

Crawford
Atlantis
Atlantis
Crawford
Crawford
Crawford
Atlantis
Atlantis

333-342; 345
1505-1507; 1509-1512; 1514-1515
5233-5235; 5257-5262
355-358; 360-364
382-399
370-379
1604-1610
1570-1572

February 1958
March 1933
Nov.-Dec. 1954
Feb.-March 1958
March 1958
March 1958
May 1933
April 1933

Fig. 1. Hydrographicstationsusedin geostrophic
calculations.
Triangles,Crawford;plussigns,Atlantis.
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Fig. 2. Zero referencelayer found by Defant's method (depths in meters).

slopeof the zeroreference
layer belowthe Gulf and Gordon [1965]. The Gaussianerror treatStream) and (2) a depressionin the topog- ment from which Table I is derived is discussed
raphy of the zerolayer in the centralregionsof in detail by Gordon[1965].
the Venezuela and Colombia basins. The total

relief of the layer is 1100 meters. The zero
referencelayer occursbetween 800 and 1000
meters near the LesserAntilles, indicating the

possibilityof flow into. the Atlantic Oceanat
the bottom of the deeperpassageways.
The geostrophicvelocitiesare only a component of the total flow. With the exceptionof

The geostrophicvelocitiesare representedin
Figures 3 and 4 in box form, sincethe values
represent an average velocity at each level
between adjacent hydrographic stations. For
areas near the coast,where the zero reference
layer would be below the sea floor, an approximate velocityis determinedby the extrapolafive
method [Fomin, 1964]. Two. profileswere con-

boundarylayers, however,this componentaccountsfor most of the water velocity. By means
of a Gaussianerror distribution for the anomaly

TABLE 1. 90% ConfidenceLevel of Geostrophic

Depths for Three Reference
of specificvolumeerror, it can be shownthat Velocities at StandardLevels
the 90% confidence
level of the calculatedgeo90% Confidence (cm/sec)fL - 230.
strophicvelocityin the CaribbeanSeais usually
lessthan 5 cm/sec.This value was found using

a 0.02øC temperature error and a salinity
0.005%0error, and a station spacingof 60 km.
The precisiondecreases
with increasingdistance
from the referencelayer. Table I shows the

velocity90% confidence
layer, for a zero referencelayer at 800, 1200, and 1600 meters, at the
indicatedstandardlevels for an fL value of 230
at a latitude of 15 ø. This term is in the denomi-

nator of the Helland-Hansen geostrophicrelation, where • is the Coriolis parameter 2• sin
Oat) and L is the distancebetween stations.
The percentageof error would decreaseas the
baroclinicity of the water structure increases,
sincethe error remainsconstantwhile the geostrophic velocity increases.For a discussionof
the accuracyof the geostrophicapproximation
seeSeiwell [1939], Reid [1959], Fomin [1964],

Reference Level, meters

Standard
Level

0
100
200
300
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000

800

1200

1600

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.7
0.0
0.8
1.3
1.6
1.8
2.3
3.1
4.0
4.7
5.2

1.9
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.5
1.3
0.8
0.0
0.8
1.3
1.8
2.9
3.8
4.5
5.1

2.4
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.3
0.8
0.0
1.3
2.5
3.5
4.2
4.9
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Fig. 3. Geostrophic velocities for profiles 1, 2, 2', and 3. Shaded areas indicate westward
flowing current (values in centimeters per second).

structed for the longitude 68ø3tYß profile 2 is
from March 1933 Atlantis data and profile 2' is
from November-December

19'54 Atlantis

data.

GEOSTROPHIC VELOCITIES

Profiles1, 2, 2' and 3 are similar in the following respects: (1) moderate mostly westerly
currentsin the upper 1200meters,(2) a current
maximum (the Caribbean Current) within 500
km north of the South Americancoast, (3) a
secondarymaximum in westwardflow about 100
km farther north, and (4) sluggishdeep flow
(below or nearly at the 90% confidence
limit).
Profiles2 and 2' are in good agreement,indicating the steady-stateconditionof the circulation pattern. These sections agree even in
secondarycharacteristics,as in the subsurface
east current between 100 and 150 meters at the

oxygenconcentrationof greater renewal o.f the
deep water during the 1930's.
At the Hispaniolacoaston profile 3 thereis a
strong easterly current at the surface. This
counter flow is associatedwith the hydrodynamical effect of the peninsulaon the southern
coastof Hispaniola.The castwardcomponents
in other parts of profile3 and in profilesI and
2 are, for the most part, minor. The large east
current immediatelyto the north of the axis of
flow in profile I is not supportedby surface
current data or by the results of Wiist's core

study.Its causeis not known,thougha large
internal wave at the time of station 339 or 340

may be responsible.The true nature of this
feature cannot. be known until extensive direct
current measurements

are made.

Profile4 along79ø40'Wis the longestand the

southern boundary. The deep flow is slightly
more active in the 1933 section,which is con-

most complicatedsection.The main axis of the

sistent with Wiist's conclusion on the basis of

is in the profilesI to 3. From the coremaps,

Caribbean Current is not as well defined as it

CIRCULATION

OF THE

CARIBBEAN

SEA

6211

Wast concludeda curved axis of spreadingthat

therefore,deepcurrentscannotbe calculated.A

crosses the 79ø40'W meridian

mo'derate countercurrent is found along the
coastof Cuba. After erossingthis meridian, the

numerous times.

It is expectedthat the axis of flow behaves
similarly.
The deep current in the Cayman basin found
in the 1958 sections(4 and 5) is weak. A secondary profile acrossthis basin, consistingof
three 1933 Atlantis stations (stations 1570 to
1572), showsa deep westwardcurrent,with a
magnitude of 20 cm/sec at 3000 meters. Since
the overflow through the Windward Passage
would be channeledby the Cayman basin, the
data suggestthat there was more overflowwhen

Caribbean Current

turns northward

and accel-

erates to a velocity greater than four knots on
passingthrough the Yucatan Strait. The area
of this intensificationshouldbe subjectedto a
completehydrographicinvestigation.It is possible that the flow in this region is not in
geostrophieequilibrium.
The maximum velocities in the Yucatan Strait

(profile 6) are on the westernside of the strait
with a southerly current at the eastern end.
the 1933 stations were taken than there was
In 1887 Pillsbury measuredthe currentsat five
during the 1958 period. There are no deep data levels down to 235 meters. Both Pillsbury's
[1887] data and the hydrographicdata usedin
suitablefor geostrophiccalculationsin the Cayman basin to determine the bottom currents.
profile 6 represent conditions in the spring.
From the bottom potential temperaturemap of Figure5 is constructedfrom Pillsbury'smeasureWiJst,a moderatewestwardcurrentis expected. ments. There is good agreement with the geoThe axis of flow is fairly broad acrossprofile strophie results.Both show a maximum north5. The deepflow is slightly more active than in ward flow in the western side of the strait and
the profilesto the east, with values of 13 cm/ a southward flowing current near Cuba. Both
sec found between stations 371 and 372. No stashow a secondarymaximum to the east of the
tion pairs penetrate the deep Cayman basin; main axis of flow. The zone of anticyclonicshear
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Fig. 4. Geostrophic
velocitiesfor profiles4, 5, and 6. Shadedareasindicatewestwardflowing
current (values in centimeters per second).
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betweenthe two maximawas alsofoundby the
G.E.K. measurementsof Cochrane [1964]. The

velocity gradient acrossthe strait foun'd by
Pillsburyin 1887and the velocitygradientfrom
the Atlantis 1933 section are basically very
similar.

mergeto the west of the LesserAntilles, Figure
6 comparesthe axis of spreadingand the velocities in the SubtropicalUnderwater. The velocities in the axis of flow are between 40 and 50

cm/sec in the eastern Caribbean, reducingto
lessthan 30 cm/secin the central regions.The

The axes of spreading for the Subtropical velocities increase in the western Caribbean. The
and Sub-Antarctic
Intermediate
axis of spreadingfollows the axis of flow with
Water [W'•st, 1963, 1964] and the axis of flow the exceptionof the crossingat profile 1. This
(maximum current) would coincideat all points is the result of the source of the Subtropical
if both were introduced into the Caribbean
Underwater (north of St. Vincent Island) being
through the same passage.When the sourceis more northerly than the main entrancepoint of
different, the two axes woul'd, as a result of the Caribbean Current (between Grenada and
lateral diffusion,approacheachother and finally South America). The SubtropicalUn'derwateris
Underwater
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Fig. 6. Geostrophicvelocity in core layer of Subtropical Undercurrent 100-200 meters.
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Fig. 7. Geostrophicvelocity in core layer of Sub-Antarctic Intermediate Water, 700-850
meters.

derivedfrom the North Atlantic Ocean[DeCant,
1961], but the axis of flow is a continuationof
the Guiana Current flowing along the South
American

coast.

The axis of spreadingof the Sub-Antarctic
Intermediate Water would coincideat all points,
since both enter the Caribbean by a southern
passage.Figure ? showsthis relationship.The
velocitiesat the axis of flow are approximately
15 era/sec.The relationshipbetweenthe spreading in the upper two core layers and the geo-

rained a total volume transport of 31 X 10'
m3/sec.

Wi•st [1924] calculatedthe volumetransport
through the Straits of Florida to be 26 X 10•
m•/sec. This transport shouldbe similar to that

of the Caribbean Current (assuminglittle influence of the Gulf of Mexico and the shallow

Great BahamaBanks). The transportthrough
the Yucatan Strait of 28 X 10• m/sec is in
goodagreement.

The contributionof the flow through the
strophie axis of flow confirm the steady-state Windward Passageis small and probably less
condition of a well-defined current system in than 5 X 10• m•/sec. A certain amount of
the southern half of the Caribbean Sea.

!
VOLV•E

TnA•sronT

this transportsinksto the bottomof the Cayman basin.If the necessary
upwarddeepveloci-

The volume transport calculated from the
TABLE 2. Total VolumeTransportsthrough
geostrophicvelocitiesacrosseach of the profiles
the Caribbean Profiles
is listed in Table 2. The average transport is
31 millionm'/sec; however,thereis a 10 millionWest
mS/seespreadin the values.It is expectedthat Pro- LongiTransport,
rude
Basin
106mS/see
the errors in the total volume transport would file
be in the vicinity of 30%, sincethe water flow
64 ø30'
Eastern Venezuela
26
through the large area below 120,0 meters is
I

uncertain,
owingto thegenerally
sluggish
condi- II
tions.
III
IV
Model [1950] calculatedthe volumetransport
through the passagewaysof the Lesser and
Greater Antilles basedon current measurements
by Pillsbury. Model extrapolated Pillsbury's
values from 230 meters to the bottom. He

68ø30 '
73o50 '

Central Venezuela
Colombia

79ø40'

Colombia-Cayman-

84ø30'

Cayman-Yucatan

33
28
33

Yucatan

V
VI

ß--

Yucatan

Straits

Average

36
28
31
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ties in the Cayman basin to maintain a steady-

two regions' in the regionnear longitude?9øW

state condition

and between 82 ø and 84øW. There is a minor

of the isothermal

surfaces are

of the order of 10-' cm/sec (estimated by
Robinson and Storereel [1959] and Storereel
and Arons [1960]), an overflow of 10' mS/see
is needed.Worthington [1966] believesthat this

uphill flow in the southern Venezuela basin.
This uphill flow of the CaribbeanCurrent represents added potential energy and must be

overflow does not occur and that the isotherms

tions in the Caribbean

rived from the wind, sincethermohalinealteraSea are minor.

are graduallydeepening.

The influenceof the wind may causesurface
flow up or down a slope in the sea surface
S•,A SuR•Ac•, TOPOGRAPHY
topography.It is convenientto choosethe parThe topography of the sea surface of the ticular Cartesian coordinate system' the y
Caribbean Sea is shownin Figure 8. The figure direction is positive in the direction of the
is constructedfrom the dynamicheight anoma- horizontal pressure gradient, the z axis is
lies relative to the 1200-decibar level. Since the
pointed positively downwardand the x axis is
geostrophicvelocitiesat this level are small,the parallel to the lines of equal dynamic height.
topography is approximately absolute. If the The positivedirectionof the x axis is taken to
surface flow were purely geostrophic,the iso- yield a left-handedcoordinatesystem.The equabaths would also represent steamlines. Pure tion of motion can be written in the following
geostrophicflow would not be expectedbecause vector form, assumingno accelerationsand negof the added stress of the wind in the Ekman
lecting the vertical component of the Coriolis
force and the terms that include the vertical
layer.
The total relief of the Caribbean Sea is about
velocity:
one-half of a dynamic meter. The main axis of
flow, as found on the surface current charts
.V• = f(• - u3
•) + .•
(0
W'•
[1964] moves 'uphill' by 30 dynamic
centimetersbefore leaving the Caribbean.It ac- where• and• are unit vectorsin the x and y
complishesthis vertical movement mainly in directions,respectively,! is the Coriolisparam85 ø
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CIRCULATION OF THE CARIBBEAN SEA

eter, (2• sin •), and F representsthe frictional
terms.Equation 1 is then scalar-multipliedby dx

0 =

+

dx

or

The followingconditionsresult:
1. If F - 0, there is pure geostrophicflow.
2. If F• dx is negative (as in the caseof internal friction or a wind stressoppositeto the
geostrophic
water velocity component),there is
a flow downslope.
3. If F• dx is positive (as in the caseof wind
stressin the same directionas the geostrophic

6215

WIND STRESSAND SURFACECURRENTS

The wind affectsthe water directlyby exerting a stress(force per unit area) on the sea
surface.This stressis transmitteddownwardby
frictional coupling.The stress decreaseswith
increasingdepth and becomesinsignificantbelow approximately100-300meters (the depth
of the Ekman layer).
Hidaka [1958] computedthe averagewind
stress over five-degreesquares for the world

oceans.He usedthe equationsof Munk [1947]
and the wind rosespublishedfor five-degree
squaresin the Pilot Charts of the U.S. Navy
Oceanographic
Office.

r = 0.008pW
e(W

velocity component),the resultingflow has an

.< 6.6 m/s)

r = O.026pW
e(IV > 6.6m/s)

uphill component.
where

The last condition is found in the Caribbean
Sea. The Northeast Trade Winds cross the

Caribbeanwith their major componentin the
directionof the geostrophic
flow.This resultsin
a westwardincreasein the energy or dynamic
height of the CaribbeanCurrent.

r is the wind stress at sea surface.

p is the air density.

IV is the wind speed(in centimeters
per seccond).

The coefficients
usedwereproposed
by Montgomery
[1940],
assuming
a
logarithmic
lower
WIND INFLUENCE
wind profile.
There are two major factorsthat can create
The value of the critical wind speedis in
horizontaldensity differentiationor available doubt,and otherauthorshaveproposed
values
potential energy in the oceans.It is this po- differing from the 6.6-m/s value from Munk.
tential energy which can be converted into Experimentalwork by Deaconet al. [1956]
kinetic energy.The two factors are: the wind shows a continuous curve of the coefficient of
and the thermohaline alterations of the sea
proportionalityversuswind speedwith an inwater.The development
of oceancurrenttheory flectionpoint in the slopeat a wind speedof
of bothtypesis summarized
by Storereel[1957]. approximately8 m/sec. The fiat parts of the
The Caribbean area lacks the temperature curveat low and highwin'dspeeds
are approxiextremes and the pronounced dominance of

mately the sameas the valuesproposedby

evaporationover precipitation for widespread Montgomery.The equations
usedby I-Iidaka
thermohalineconvection.The major sourceof relatingwindspeedto stresscanbe appliedwith
energy for motion in the Caribbean Sea is de- greatest accuracy to the tropic areas of the
rived from the wind. 'The Northeast Trade
Winds which come from the east-northeast and

ocean,where,because
of smallsea-airtemperature differences,
the lowerwind profileis loga-

eastin the CaribbeanSea are the drivingforce
of the surfacecurrents' [W'•t, 1964 p. 26].
From the geostrophic
results,it is observedthat

rithmic.

to 1000-1500meters.Below this depth the flow

Figure 9 is the fall and spring 5ø average
wind stressvalues(after I-Iidaka) actingon the
sea surfaceof the Caribbeanand neighboring
areas.The wind stresses
are higherduring the

is sluggishand is mainly controlledby the
inflow from the passageways
in the Greater
Antilles.It is proposedthat the upper barocliniclayer is producedby the wind.

spring. The difference between the fall and
spring seasonsis most pronouncedin the southern and eastern parts of the Caribbean. The
zonal wind stressfor the lower right-han'dfive-

the surface baroclinic field extends downward
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degreesquare (centerat 12.5øNand 57.5øW) is
three times higherin the springthan in the fall.
The land hinders zonal flow in the westernparts

Similarly,the windstressis, onan average,
40%

higher in the spring.There are localizedareas
where the thermohalinefactor becomesimporof the Caribbean and thus increases the meritant. They are mostly in the southwesternredionalwinds.The wind fieldis generallydirected gionsof the CarribbeanSea, where the high
from east to west with a small componentof rainfall causesa ban'd of light surface water
southward flow.
alongthe coastand contributesto the formation
Figure 10 showsthe surface current vectors of a countercurrent.
for the months of Octoberand April. Both the
EFF•,CT OF WI•D on WAT•,R ST•ZCTmm
wind and current fieldsare mainly zonal. The
wind and the water flow is seasonal with the
In general,the water movementin the western
largestmagnitudesin the spring. The velocities CaribbeanSea and surroundingwatersis from
alongthe axis of the Caribbeancurrent are gen- the southeast to the northwest. In the Caribbean
erally between61 and 82 cm/secduring April Sea, the boundarieshinder the formation of a
and between 42 and 61 cm/sec for October. steady-stateEkman drift. Water piles up along
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surfaces,and so they will slopedownwardfrom
the south to the north, owingto the 'floating'
wedgeof light surfacewater. The isostereswill
decreasein slopeas the depth increases(as the
sea is narrow and the zonal boundaries are
baroclinicfield weakens),and at the deeplevels
they
will be horizontal. The northward slope
complete,exceptfor the shallowMona Passage
between Puerto Rico and Hispaniola. In the of the corelayersis clearlyshownin the profiles
westernparts of the Carribbean,the north- of salinity'in the Caribbean [Wiist, 1964]. The
south extent is much greater and the presence salinity maximumlayer of the SubtropicalUnof the westernboundarywith an outlet in the derwater slopes from 50 meters depth in the
northwest corner permits a surfaceflow with a south to 200 meters in the north and occasionally breaks the surfacealong the South Amernortherly component.
Beginningwith a barotropicmeridionalsec- ican coast, where upwelling becomesintense.
Intermediate
Water
also
tion with completenorth and southboundaries The Sub-Antarctic
slopes
northward
but
at
a
lesser
angle,
usually
with no water movement perpendicular or
parallelto it and apply a zonalwind field, the slopingfrom 700 meters depth in the south to
dynamicswouldgo throughthe followingsteps: 800 meters in the north. The divergencepro(1) There would be a northwardtransport in duced would be south of the axis of maximum
would
the upper Ekman layer approximately 100 zonalflow. North of the axis, convergence
meters thick (for a coefiqcient
of eddy diffusion be present.
The salinity, temperature, and anomaly of
of 250 cm'/sec). The northward transport (T,)
would initially be in direct proportion to the specificvolume for the upper 1000 meters of the
R.V. Craw/ord section along 74øW is shown
,, term (where r, is the zonal win'dstress).
in Figure 12. The upward slopesof the isopleths
toward the southern boundary from the maximum zonal flow display an upwelling feature.
(2) The surfacewaters wouldbegin to pile up The Subtropical Underwater breaks the suron the northern shore and slowly changethe face, and the surface temperaturesare about
barotropicfield of mass to a baroclinicfield. 2øC lower in the south than in the north. The
The wedgeof surfacewater in the north would maximumamount of upwellingoccursabout 90
increasein thickness,and more densewater km from the SouthAmericancoast,wherea line
would accumulate at the surface in the southern
of divergenceis formed. The weakening of the
part of the section. (3) Equilibrium is then thermocline and pycnoclinein the south indicates upwelling [Hart and Currie, 1960]. The
reached when the wind can no longer transport
surfacewater up the north-southsealevelslope. area of upwelling is containedin the upper 300
When this conditionoccurs,the baroclinicsea meters, and so it is basically a shallow-water
would have a steady-statesystem of solenoids feature. The maximum vertical velocities should
at right anglesto the wind, and the flow is a occurat the bottom of the Ekman layer.
The section of anomaly of specific volume
zonal gradientflow with a superimposed
wind
surface
current in the Ekman layer. Owing to hydro- showsthe thick wedge of homogeneous
static compensation,
the baroclinicfield weak- water in the central and northern parts. It is
ens with depth. If the r.(y) function is not this water which is carried northward by the
linear,the equilibriumseasurfaceslopeis com- Ekman transportuntil it buildsup an opposing
plicated, being steepestwhere the zpnal wind sea surface slope and creates a baroclinic sea
stress is a maximum.
with its associatedgeostrophicmotion.
The vertical motions cause more dense water
The oxygendistribution found by the Crawto reach the surface in the southern end of the
•ord profile indicatesa surface oxygen concensection. This intensifiesthe sea surface slope tration of 4.3 to 4.4 ml/l which is slightly less
[De•ant, 1961, chapter 17]. Figure 11 is a than the saturation value of 4.5 ml/1. These
schematicdiagramof the final equilibriumstate values extend to a depth of 75 meters in the
with the vertical motion that would be present. north and central regionsbut only to lessthan
The corelayersare roughlyparallelto density 25 meters in the upwellingarea. A wedge of

the north boundary,owing to the westward
wind stress,and eventuallythe currentbecomes
parallelto the wind. This is clearlyseenin the
sectionof the sea from 65ø to 75øW, wherethe
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low-oxygen
water (<2.7 mlfl) is foundextend- is alsotrue for the evaporation
minusprecipiing from the southernboundarybetween300 tation factor but is not true of the horizontal
and 600 meters.

SURFACESALINITY RELATI01•ITO CIRCULATIOl•I

The surfacesalinity map of the Caribbean
Sea may be inspectedfor information on the

advection. This latter factor woul'd cause a
tongue-shaped
isohalinedistribution.River water

discharge
wouldereate'nearshore'
low-salinity
features.

Therefore, there are two factors that can

full extentof theupwelling
area.Besides
upwell- causeisolatedor nearshore
high-salinity
feaing, there are other factors that affect surface tures: convergence
and divergence
, and water
salinity values; they includethe differencebe- exchangeacrossthe sea-air interface. The antweenevaporation
andprecipitation,
landrunoff, nual precipitationis greatestin the west and
and advection.If upwellingor sinkingoccurs, southwest areas of the Caribbean. It is lowest
the surfacesalinity distributionwould tend to in t.he centralVenezuela
basinregion[W'•t,
exhibitisolatedpatchesof high or low salinity 1964]. The summer-fall rainfall is more than
whichmay havea coastline
asa boundary.This twice as high as the winter-springvalue. The
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evaporationis higher during the drier season is easilyexplainedby the greater rainfall along
with an averagequarteryear (winter) value of this coast associatedwith orographic lifting.
46 cm/quarter and a summervalue of 33 cm/ The same is probably true of the area of low

75øW and 65ø-69øW. There are not sufficient

salinity along the.north coastof Honduraswith
additional dilution by river discharge. The
tongue of low-salinity surface water entering
the Caribbean from the southern passagesof
the Lesser Antilles is a product of the large
Amazon River runoff [W•st, 1964]. The Ama-

data between these areas to be sure that they

zon water remains as a well-defined feature in

are two separated,closedpatchesof highsalinity
or onepatchthat stretchesfrom 65øW to 75øW.

the central Caribbean during the summer and
to a lesser extent during the winter months.
This water may well be associatedwith a line
of convergence.
There has been mention of upwelling in the
southern sectorsof the Caribbean Sea in past

quarter [Col6n, 1963; Wiist, 1964].
The winter surfacesalinity map, Figure 13,

shows high salinity values (>36.5%0) and
probably upwellingin two places along the
South American coast,betweenlongitude74ø-

The outflowfrom the Laguna de Maracaibo and
the Gulf of Venezuelamay be enoughto dilute
the waters between 70 ø and 73 ø to salinities less

than the 36.5%0value, which is typical of the
SubtropicalUnderwater in the Caribbean.The
upwellingextendseast of the Caribbean,causing a separationof the Amazon River water
from the South American coast. Though summer-autumn surface salinity indicates lower
values in the southern Caribbean, owing to increase runoff of the Orinoco and Magdalena
rivers [Wiist, 1965], it is believedthat upwelling occursbut perhapsto a lesserextent.
The low salinityalongCostaRica and Panama
S -554- 555- 556

SALINITY

-55Y

literature.

The

most

extensive

treatment

was

given by Richards [1960]. Ite used a seriesof
Atlantis and Crawford stationsextendingfrom
the South American coast to 13øN and from
62 ø to 69øW with stations more numerous in

the Cariaco trench area. tie points out that the
coldermore salinewaters occuralong the coast

and that the isop]ethsof variouschemicalparametersslopeupward toward the south.Intense
upwellingseemsto occur in the easternend of
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Fig. 12. Salinity, temperature,and specificvolume of upper 1000 meters along 73ø50'W
(profile 3).
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the Cariaco trench. Richards discussed the nutrient ion concentration for the Cariaco trench

and two north-south profilesalong 62.7ø and
64.5øW through this trench. I-Ie showedthat
biologicalproductivity is high, which is expected for upwelling areas. From the north-

Fukuoka e't al. [19'64] mentionedthe possibility of upwellingin the southernCaribbean
with convergenceto the north analogousto the
vertical velocity regime,which they discussas
existingin the Cariacotrench.

CALCULATIONS OF UPWELLING
ward surface flow calculationsof Montgomery
[1936] and Brooks [1939] Richardsdetermined
The magnitudeof the vertical velocitiesfor
that upwelling contributes one-half of this the Caribbean at 74øW can be estimated. The
transport,the other half comingfrom the water three equations of motion and the continuity
that flows in from the east. In his calculations, equationare combinedto relate vertical velocity
he did not take account of the OT•/Ox term of at the bottom of the Ekman layer with surface

the continuityequation,where T• is the eastwest transport. Therefore, his upwelling value
would be too low. It is difficult to convert his

valueto velocity,sincethe exactareal extentof
the upwellingarea is not known nor the variations of its intensity with location and time.
I-Ie calculateda productivity of 0.14 em e/re"/
day, whichis lessthan the valuesfoundby Curl
[1960] or 0.32, 1.40, and 0.78 g e/m•/day. His
low values can be explainedby the oversimplifieat.ion in the application of the continuity
equation,which leads to an underestimateof
the amountof upwelling.
Richards noted insignificantupwelling along
68.5øW. This may indicate that there are two
centersof upwellingwith an area of weak or
no upwellingconnecting
them.

wind stressvalues.The only terms that will be
kept in the horizontalequationsof motion are
the Coriolis term, pressuregradient, and the
stressterm, which acts on horizontalsurfaces.
The inertia term and the other frictional

terms

are ignored.The vertical equationof motion is
reducedto the hydrostatic equation.
The equationsof motion for the horizontal
directionsare (z axispointeddownward,x axis
positivetoward east,and y axispositivetoward
north)

pox

p Oz

pay

p Oz
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Differentiatingequation5 with respectto y and
equation6 with respectto x and then subtracting the differentiatedforms of (5) from (6)
resultsin the followingequation:
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is a distancebelow the sea surface. (Therefore,
Z -- Zo is not dependenton x or y.) The first

term to the right of the equalsign of equation
9 becomes

I•xx
opOp(m)
OpOp(m)
g(Z-- Zo)
Oy -- •y
Ox1 (13)

Ou

In a regionwith parallel density surfacesover
the interval Z -- Zoequation13 is equal to zero
sinceOp/Ox= Op(m)/OxandOp/Oy= Op(m)/Oy.
where• • O[/Oy.Rearrangingand substituting
If the densitydoesnot vary over the Z -- Zo
the values of --Iv and [u from equations5 and
depth interval, as in the upper few meters,the
6, respectively,gives
term is zero. In the followingcalculations,the
integrationis performedto the depth at which
r• and r• are zero, Ekman's frictional depth.
Equation 13 does not becomeimportant until
a strongpycnoclineis reached;thus, it will be
droppedin thesecalculations,reducingequation

00r•
00r•
= Ox
Oz+ •y
Oz

(7)

p•Ou
• 0•• 10p•OP
0•
•

•+OzA

o o•+ Oy
o o•
Oz

Ox Oz

9 to

•

(s)

•fow (Op
Op
• Or.
Oz O
x Or:•.•
Oz/

--P Oz--

Rearranging,

0 Or.

•.•Ou
Ov](Op
OPOp
OP)
-- • Oz

OxOz/

00•.•
- •(0
'• 0•
Oz Oy
Oz/- ø•

(9)

The continuity equation is the following if
Op/Oxand Op/Oyare zero.

p•w(•)
=
(Ou0•)-OzOw (10)

Equation 9 reducesto
0 0•

• Oz OxOz
/ az
+P

0 0•

--P)'Oz-- OxOzq-OyOz ptgv (11)

(14)

Equation 14 is integrated from the sea surface,
Z = 0, to the depth of the E•an layer, Z = E.
The vertical velocity at the sea surfaceis zero,
and the vertical velocity at the bottom of the
Ekman layer is w(E). Sincethe z axisis pointed
downward, positive w values indicate sinking
whereasupwellinghas negativew values.

- •+
Ow

0

-- P'gxOz Oy•' -- p2•

gxOz Oy Oz/

+ p"• vdz

dz

(1•)

Equation 11 would be valid in a homogeneous
water body, but, if stratification is present, The followingassumptionsare ma'deto reduce
equation 9 must be used.The first term on the the aboveequation:
right-hand side of equation9 is approximately
1. p•BL •v dz = O.
zero. This can be demonstrated as follows. From
2. Te•s involving r• are equal to 0 (later
the hydrostaticequation
this term is includedin the treatment).
3. The 50-metervalueof Op/Oyis representaP = g
p dz = gp(m)[Z- Zo]
(12) tive of the Op/Oyvalue in the depth inte•al
from the seasurfaceto depth E.
4. The Or•/Oz term is linear from the sea
where p(m) is the mean density in the interval
of depth Z -- Zo, Zo is the sea surface,and Z surface to the E•an frictioml depth and is
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and r,.---- 0 at g ----E.

Deacon,E. L., P. A. Sheppard,and E. K. Webb,
Wind profilesover the sea and the drag at the

Equation 15 reducesto

Derant, A., Die absoluteTopographiedes physi-

nearly zero at this depth, r• -- r• at g -- 0

sea surface,Australian J. Phys., 9, 511-541,1956.
kalischen Meeresniveaus und der Druckfi•ichen,

sowie die Wasserbewegungen
im Atlantischen

Ozean,Meteor Exp. 1925-27,vol. 6, part 2(5),

p•[w(E)
=O•yy)
for
Or,

1941.

r(___
0Or•
+ Pfo
Oy
Oz/dz

Defant, A., PhysicalOceanography,
vol. 1, 729pp.,
PergamonPress,New York, 1961.

(16)Dietrich,G., Das AmerikanischeMittelmeer,Z.
Ges. Erd., 1939.

Fomin, L. M, The Dynamic Method in Oceanography,Elsevier Publishing Co., 1964.

Fukuoka, J., A. Ballester, and F. Cervigon,An
analysis of hydrographicalconditionsin the
CaribbeanSea, III--especially about upwelling
and sinking,Studies on Oceanography,
Hidaka
commemoration,145-149,Univ. of Washington

xoz=- 0•y) (17)
0•)forOr
5O

An assumptionmust be made as to the value
of O/Oy Or•/Oz. In the 10ø latitude from 10ø
Press, Seattle, 1964.
to 20øN, the average wind stress (east-win'd Gordon,A. L., Quantitative study of the dynamics
of the Caribbean Sea, Columbia University doccomponent)over the southernhalf is -- 1.51

dynes/era
', and for the northernhalf, the average value is --0.73 dynes/cm•' (from Hidaka's
[1958] tables). It is possible to construct a
r• (y) functionwhichwouldgivean averagestress
value that agreeswith Itidaka's value and would
yield, to a first approximation,zonalflow similar to what is observed.Using this r,(y) function, the above assumptions(equations16 and
17) and the data from R.V. Crawlord stations
355 and 356 (to find the Op/Oyvalue) the upwelling at the base of the Ekman layer in the
southern end of profile 3 is found to be
6 X 10-' cm/see. If meridional winds are not

neglected,the upwellingis reducedto 4 X 10-'
,

cm/sec.
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